Small scale whistler mode waves near the magnetic field intensity minimum in the magnetosheath

Wave-particle interactions are thought to play a crucial role in energy transfer in collisionless space plasmas in which the motion of charged particles is controlled by electromagnetic fields. In the terrestrial magnetosheath, intense whistler mode waves, called 'Lion roars', are often detected by spacecraft around minima of semi-periodic fluctuations of magnetic field intensity due to mirror mode structures and motion of the structures. It is expected that whistler mode waves are efficiently generated near a local minimum of magnetic field intensity due to the smallest cyclotron resonance velocity. We report the detailed characteristics of such whistler mode waves using the data obtained by the four MMS (Magnetospheric Multiscale) spacecraft. Because reversals of field-aligned component of Poynting flux around minima in mirror mode structures correspond to reversals of gradient of magnetic field intensity along the magnetic field, whistler mode events with reversals of the field-aligned component of Poynting flux are good candidates of observations of effective wave generation regions along field lines. Even in such events, phase difference and change of amplitude of whistler mode waves observed by the four spacecraft do not have a clear correlation in cases of \(~40\) km separation, which is much smaller than the spatial scale of magnetic field depression due to mirror mode structures and is even smaller than the local thermal ion gyro scale. This result indicates that the coherent whistler wave generation in mirror mode structures has very limited spatial scale across field lines and is probably affected by any electron scale process. A plane wave approximation can be usable only in a very small scale. Because some events in cases of \(~7\) km separation showed good correlation among four spacecraft, the typical scale of coherent whistler wave across field lines can be at least an order of 10 km in mirror mode structures in the terrestrial
magnetosheath. The whistler mode waves observed by a spacecraft in a mirror mode structure are a cluster of waves from multiple spatially small sources.
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